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23 Students Elected to 1964 Who's Who
Three Juniors, 20 Seniors .Receive
National Recognition in College List
Arnold

Bales

Baskin

Black

Burkett

Twenty seniors and three juniors of Harding College have been
selected for recognition in Who's Who Among Students in American Uni·
versities and Colleges, a national lising of outstanding college men and
women. Participation and leadership in academic and extra-curricular
activities, citizenship and service to the college, promise of future use-
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Rockefeller Dumps Faubus

Barry Wins Campus Vote
By Diana Mitchen
Scoring a decisive victory in
the straw election held Oct. 24
by the Harding Student Association were Republican candidates
Barry Goldwater and Winthrop
Rockefeller.
With approximately 60% of
the student body participating in
the election, Goldwater received
515 ballots as opposed to 206
votes cast for Johnson. Rockefeller led Faubus 495 to 216.
Gambling Down 500 Votes
S tr on g disfavor concerning
legalized gambling was expressed by a wide majority of students
as they cast 606 votes against
Amendment 55 and 106 ballots
in favor of the amendment.
In addition to the 723 votes
cast for Goldwater and Johnson,
a few students chose to add their
personal preferences. The write-in
candidates were Gov. George
Wallace of Alabama with two
votes and Adlai Stevenson and
Gov. George Romney with one
each. One voter expressed his
"I like Ike" convictions as he cast
his ballot for past President
Eisenhower.

"Classical Liberal"

Students Like Barry
In an informal poll, pro-Goldwater sentiment was evident in
statements from the students
concerning the election.
Ben Huey, a sophomore math
major from Ohio, remarked,
"Goldwater is just irrational
enough to keep the Russians
guessing."
Bill Whitten, a political science
major from Memphis, Tenn., affirms, "Goldwater would put
dignity back into the presidential
office and give more prestige to
America."
Pro-Johnson Voices
In spite of the strong majority
vote given to Goldwater, several
students continued to express a
preference for the JohnsonHumphrey ticket. Mike Tumlinson, a freshman from Richland,
Wash., remarked, "I think that
Johnson would execute better
judgment in the event of a national crisis."
Mike Moore, a sophomore Bible
major from Springfield, Mo., further explains, "A lot of students
are for Goldwater because it's
the popular thing these days.

:ec1eral Career Service
.tepresentatives To Be
On Campus Tomorrow
Dr. W. L. Roy Wellborne,
Director of Placement, announces
that
representatives
of the
Federal Career Service will be on
campus tomorrow to conduct
individual interviews which can
be arranged by contacting the
Placement Office immediately.
These representatives are, prepared to advise students on the
vast amount of career opportunities in the Federal Service.
Lt. Barbara Kasmire will visit
the campus Wednesday, Nov. 4,
to interview women who are interested in the Women's Army
Corps.

There is a lot of smear about
Johnson simply because he is the
President and is more in the limelight than Goldwater. People who
throw mud lose ground." Mike
also expressed some of the campus sentiment regarding the vicepresidency. "We know very little
about Goldwater's running mate.
How has he shown his capability
in the event of becoming president? The vice-president's job is
becoming more important continually."
Comments on Faubus
Closer to home, comments concerning the governor's race were
quite varied.
Tom Milton, a junior transfer
from Fort Smith, declares, "This
is the first chance the people of
Arkansas have had since Faubus
became so powerful to rid themselves of him. If we don't get rid
By Ann Camp
works by Bach, Beethoven, Ravel,
of Faubus now, we won't have
Tomorrow night the second in Wagner and Chopin.
this chance again, and he could
a series of lyceum programs will
Founded 17 Years Ago
become another Huey Long. It's
be presented to the Harding stuThe Little Orchestra was found time for the state to unite bedent body at 8:00 in the auditor- ed 17 years ago by Thomas
hind one man and at last deliver
ium, featuring Thomas Scher- Scherman to revive the small,
a resounding blow to the party
man's Little Orchestra with compact type of ensemble for
machine.''
piano soloist Eileen Flissler.
which the great orchestral works
She Likes Him
The program will consist of of Bach, Haydn and Mozart were
Sophomore Marilyn Vaughar
takes a contradictory stand a ·
she states, "The only thin:
people have against Faubus ir
that h e has been in office so lonr
that they feel it is time for 1
change . Actually, he has brought1
great improvements to Arkansa~
during his administration."
tions in setting wage rates in
See Election, Page 3
America, Rogge insisted, pose our
greatest single threat.
Dr. Walker Hosts First
Wages Above Market Value
Wages do not reflect the true Speech Seminar; Theme
value of labor and are being
'Careers in Speech'
pushed above t he market value.
Heading the forces pushing wages
Dr. Richard Walker hosted the
to unreasonable rates, Rogge first Speech Seminar of the year
placed minimum wage laws. Also Oct. 13 at his new home on Hargovernment and trade union ding Drive.
practices are forcing wages upThe theme for the evening's
ward f\?ead of increase in pro- meeting was "Careers in Speech." I
ductivity.
Even
well-meaning Four mmbers of Harding's speech I
businessmen under social pres- department spoke on different
sure are setting wages too high. aspects of the topic.
As for what can be done about
Dr. Evan Ulrey began
the situation, Dr. Rogge said it evening by discussing opporwould do lit tle good to convince tunities for teaching speech on
your congressman to oppose the secondary and college level.
pushes for non-market wage Mr. Van Alessandro's topic conrates. "That would just cause cerned the opportunities availyour congressman· to be replaced able in the field of drama. Mr.
in the next election." Rather, Dr. Jack Ryan spoke on the opening
Rogge urged all present to start opportunities in the field of oral
with themselves and their as- interpretation, and Dr. Walker
sociates to convince the voting concluded the seminar by dispublic of the fallacy of setting cussing the careers now opened
LITTLE ORCHESTRA CONDUCTOR Thomas Scherman rehearses
with guest pianist Eileen Flissler. They will be featured at
wage rates above their market to speech majors in research and
tomorrow night's Lyceum at 8:00 in the college auditorium.
value.
speech correction.

' ant, Petit Jean Queen nominee,
md is a member of Ko Jo Kai
and Bijitsu.
Hollis Black is a business administration major from Berkeley, Calif., SA vice-president,
OCAPA president, Lambda Sigma
secretary, member of Young
Republicans, B i s o n Boosters,
American Studies and was recipient of the 1964 NEP Award.
An elementary education major
from Portales, N. M., Charlotte
Burkett was 1963 Homecoming
Queen, a cheerleader, junior class
favorite, is MEA president and a
member of SNEA and the Bison
staff.
SA President David Burks, an
accounting and business major
from Truth or Consequences, N.
M., is also Beta Phi Kappa social
club president, a member of Pi
~amma Psi and American Studies
and was photographer for the
1963 and 1964 Petit Jean.
Doris Bush, an art major from
Talihina, Okla., is SA secretary,
a member of Bijitsu, Theta Psi
social club, SNEA, and was junior
class secretary-treasurer, a Big
Sister and 1964 May Queen attendant.
Lanny Casey, a Searcy student,
is a chemistry major, Alpha Chi
treasurer, research laboratory assistant, a member of Sub-T
social club, and has participated
in intercollegiate cross-country
and track.
A music education major, Jim
Chester of Paragould has been a
member of the Travelaires, Belles
and Beaux, A Cappella chorus,
Lambda Sigma social club, and is
active in MENC, A Tempo and
SNEA.
Judy Evans, business education major from Morrilton, is
Petit Jean editor, a member of
SNEA, and has been active in A
Cappella chorus, SA cabinet,
Bison Boosters, the Bison staff
and Zeta Rho social club.
Ron French is a business education major from Liberal, Kan.,
See Who's Who, Page 3

Little Orchestra to be Attraction
In Tomorrow's Lyceum Feature

Economist Rogge is Speaker
At American Studies Dinner
By Jim Wilson
Dr. Ben A. Rogge, Dean of
Wabash College, Crawfordsville,
Ind., was the featured speaker at
an American Studies dinner
meeting Friday evening, Oct. 23
at the Rendezvous Restaurant.
Speaking in chapel Saturday to
the entire student body, Dr.
Rogge described himself as a
"classical liberal." He holds degrees in economics from the University of Nebraska and Northwestern University.
Author and Lecturer
Author and popular lecturer,
has taught at the Universities of
Minnesota, Nebraska and Northwestern.
American Studies students and
faculty members from several departments heard Dr. Rogge speak
on the topic, "Wage Rates and
Unemployment in the American
Economy."
Few troubles are brought on
us by evil intent, Rogge said,
even by Communists. This is why
it is difficult to deal with many
problems today. Our good inten-
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fulness and scholarship are
factors considered in selectioi.
for this recognition. A 2.4 cumu·
lative grade average is requireL
at Harding.
A faculty committee makes
,inal selections for Who's Who
.rom a larger list of students
.1ominated by the Executive
..;ouncil of the Student Associa.;ion. Students not mentioned oo
the SA recommendation list may
also be included by faculty action.
Preference is given to seniors,
but frequently juniors merit inclusion on the list.
Among the twenty seniors selected are Jimmy AmolQ., Mary
Ethel Bales and Tom Reppart,
who received recognition last
year as juniors and are automatically included as seniors.
The three juniors who merited
selection this year are Clifton
Ganus, III, Dennis Organ and
Jim Wilson.
Seniors, in addition to those
already mention, are Mary Ellen
Baskin, Hollis Black, Charlotte
Burkett, David Burks, Doris Bush,
Lanny Casey, Jim Chester, Judy
Evans, Ron French, Richard
Hughes, Ken O'Neal, Loverd Peacook, Linda Risinger, A nit a
Smith, JoLee Thayer, Mike
Waters and Jim Ed Williams.
Jimmy Arnold, an E n g 1i sh
major from Nashville, Ark., is
a member of the debate team,
Alpha Chi vice-president, member of Pi Kappa Delta, member
and past president of Chi Sigma
Alpha social club and is an
American Studies student. He was
1963-64 vice-president of the
Student Association.
Music education major Mary
Ethel Bales from Searcy is
active in A Cappella chorus,
Belles and Beaux, Regina social
club, SNEA, MENC, A Tempo,
and has been a Big Sister and
junior women's representative to
the SA.
Mary Ellen Baskin, art major
from Stilwell, Okla., is a past
member of the SA cabinet, a
cheerleader for two years, was
1963 Homecoming Queen atten-

Is

originally written and to wrest
the contemporary concert repertoire from the rut of established
stereotypes. Premieres of important new music and restoration
of long-neglected masterpieces of
the past would be presented.
90 Programs Yearly
At present, more than 90 programs a year are given throughJUt the United States.
The music presented will be a
')ncerto composed by Bach for an
8th Century Prussian Prince, a
ender serenade written as a
ombined Christmas-birthday gift
;o his wife by Richard Wagner
nd a piano concerto from the
1en of France's Maurice Ravel
.
Good Contrast
The striking contrast between
;he remote 18th Century world
>f Bach and Beethoven and the
20th Century's jazz era will be
inderlined as the Scherman
forces offer Maurice Ravel's 1932
Piano Concerto in G Major, with
Eileen Flissler as soloist.
In striking contrast to the
meditative "Siegfried Idyll" is the
second piano work scheduled on
the Scherman program: Chopin's
"Andante Spianato and Grande
Polonaise Brillante, Op. 22."
600 Total Concerts
Scherman, who founded the
Little Orchestra in 1947, has
steered its course with success
through more than 600 concerts,
including annual sold-out subscriptions series at New York's
Town, Carnegie, and Philharmonic Halls, trans-U. S. tours and
a tour in the spring of 1959 of
eight Far Eastern countries under
President Eisenhower's Special
International Program for Culutral Presentations.
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'Even This Shall Pass Away'
An Important: Concept Today

From the Ee/if or's Desk:

What the Straw Vote Means
The straw election held here last week proved
something most of us had been fairly sure of all
along - that when it came down to a vote, Senator
Goldwater was the clear presidential choice of the
Harding student body.
Not Nationally Representative
Because there was no way of knowing the home
state of each voter, perceiving trends in each area
of the country cannot even be attempted from the
election results. And even if home states had been
accounted for, Harding's reputation for conservatism
would prevent the election from being at all nationally representative.
Somewhat more interesting than the presidential
election was the strong showing by Winthrop Rockefeller over incumbent Governor Orval Faubus. One
might rightfully suspect, however, that a poll only
of Arkansas students would yield results not so overwhelmingly in favor of Rockefeller.
Tired of Faubus?
Rockefeller's decisive victory over Faubus may
indicate several things. It may mean that the Republican party has pretty strong support at Harding.
And it may mean that out-of-state students, who
perhaps gave the large edge to Rockefeller, are
simply tired of hearing of Faubus and have reacted
in this way.
At any rate, support for the incumbent governor
over the state is conceded to be quite strong, so we
can't expect our balloting to be very indicative of
how Arkansans will vote.
Johnson Has Edge
Neither will Goldwater's landslide be re-enacted
next Tuesday. Most honest observers have practically
conceded the election to Johnson, and I must be inclined to agree with them.
Regardless of the outcome, Harding students
have in this mock election voiced their opinion on the
two campaigns. Now we wait to see what the nation
has to say.
-D.O.

Rockefeller Candidacy Has Helped
Rejuvenate Arkansas Republicans
Win or lose, Winthrop Rockefeller has done
something for Arkansas politics that has been missing for many years. His candidacy and the interest it
has stirred have rejuvenated the state Republican
party.
Visited Most Towns
Rockefeller has spent his campaign funds visiting virtually every town in the state; in many towns
he has established GOP headquarters. He has likely
spent more than Governor Faubus, but the governor
has been blessed with a strong party organization.
Rockefeller's state travels have convinced many
people that the state GOP is climbing from its coffin
of long residence. His campaign workers have carried
the rebirth still farther. Winning the Democratic
gubernatorial primary was formerly tantamount to
election, but this year things have changed. Virtually the only factor in this change has been the
evidence, carried statewide, that the GOP is a local,
not only a national, party.
Goldwater Began Rise
Rockefeller is in the middle of an Arkansas
Republican rise. Senator Goldwater's candidacy started the elevator. His vote against the Civil Rights Bill
and his conservative economic policies have rallied
much of the South behind him, and all levels of the
GOP are benefiting from the gathering of forces.
Raises Hopes on Local Level
Republican candidates at the county level are
latching on to the Rockefeller juggernaut. They can
glimpse a Republican win in the governor's race,
and that hope of victory has served as a catalyst to
spur them to greater efforts. The strengthening that
Rockefeller has begun, his establishing of GOP headquarters, etc., have raised their formerly hazy hopes.
In his campaign Winthrop Rockefeller is scrambling up a steep hill, but he is leveling the road of the
future for Arkansas Republicans.
-D.J.

By Sherry Balthrop

"But you CAN'T ask him out no•v. How many times do I have
to tell you - Pledge Week is OVER!"

. - - - - - - - - - - T H E SPOKESMAN----------•

Academic Humility Required for All
· By Jim Wilson
An old matronly school teacher
back home used to repeat to her
charges almost daily: "Humility
is the beginning of learning."
The slogan stuck in the minds of
her yawning scholars, not so
much due to any honest intellectual curiosity at the time as
due to the good lady's constanj
repetition of anything she wished
to get across.
Learner is Deficient
Obviously, the very act of
seeking knowledge is based on
the assumption that the one
who seeks is deficient in some
way. But quite often we unconsciously show ourselves in the
ridiculous form of princes in
regal purple and gold begging
pennies from an insignificant
court jester who could not even
draw a laugh.
We may become imbued with

... Something To
Think About ...
LINCOLN-KENNEDY FACTS
Both of our presidents,
Lincoln and Kennedy, were
concerned with the issue of
civil rights.
Lincoln was elected in 1860,
Kennedy was elected in 1960.

*

~;:

Both were slain on Friday
and in the presence of their
wives.
Their successors, both named Johnson, were Southerners,
Democrats and had previously
served in the United States
Senate.

* * *

Andrew Johnson was born
in 1808, L. B. Johnson was
born in 1908.

* *

John Wilkes Booth was born
in 1839, Lee Harvey Oswald
was born in 1939.
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"Liberty is found in doing right."

Editor .... .. ............ ... .. ....... ..... ....... .. .. .......................... Dennis Organ
Associate Editor ... ... ... .... ....... .. ..... .. .. .................. ... Martha Tooke
Assistant Editor ....... ... .. .. .. ... .. ... .......... ... ..... .. ... ....... Don Johnson
Feature Editor ...... .... ... ....... . ... .. ........ .... .. .. .. .. .. .. Sherry Balthrop
Society Editor . .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. Margaret Ashton
Sports Editor ......... .. ........ .... .. ..... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. ........ .... .... . Gary Lucas
Business Manager .. .. .. .. ..... .. .... .. . .. .. .... .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .... .. Terry Smith
Circulation Editor ....... ... ... ............. ......... .. ...... . Suzanne Clawson
Faculty Sponsor ...... .................. ... ... .... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .... ......... Neil Cope
Official weekly newspaper published during the regular
academic year except holidays and four examination weeks,
by Harding College, Searcy, Arkansas. All material is written
and edited by stud~nts and should be interpreted accordingly.
Subscription price: $2 per year
Single copies lOc
Second class postage paid at Searcy, Arkansas

Once in Persia lived a king
who engraved upon his ring five
words - fiv e words to which he
would glance whenever he needed counsel, advice, help, or inspiration. These five works were,
"Even this shall pass away." In
t hese five words are summed up
the attitudes one should have in
his life. In this busy and promising world a person will encounter many things - and all
of them shall pass away.
Pleasure Will Pass
Pleasure will pass away. Each
of us enjoys having a good time,
but one should not devote his
whole life to its pursuit. God
wants a person to enjoy himself,
but one should ne ver make pleasure or the pursuit of pleasure
an obession or idol.
When pleasures become an
obession with a person, he will
usuall y find himself neglecting
t he spiritual side of his being,
failing to perform his duties faithfully and becoming shallow in
his thinking. One should be capable of rela xing and having fun,
but "even this shall pass away."'
Money will pass away. It is
with us for a while, and it is
ours t o use as we see fit. But it
will not last forever . It doesn't
guarantee happiness and is no
insurance of popularity. It does
not bring real happiness unless
it is used in the right manner.

*

Both Booth and Oswald were
murdered before trial could be
arranged.

* *

Booth and Oswald were
Southerners favoring unpopular ideas.

* *

Both presidents' wives lost
children through death while
residing in the White House.

* *

Lincoln's secretary, whose
name was Kennedy, advised
him not to go to the theatre,
and Kennedy's secretary,
whose name was Lincoln, advised him not to go to Dallas.

·;· * *

Andrew Johnson was not
re-elected.

t oo much prejudice, too many
preconceived notions and too
much "truth." Thinking we are
basking in the glow of all possible light, we may be flopping in
lunar illusions.
Unconscious Consideration
Sometimes teachers get tired
and bored and start unconsiously considering their work. After
all, we have "arrived." We are
no longer students. What right
has this student to think us unfair ?
In any institution of higher
learning,
even of Harding's
medium size, it is not really uncommon at times for some students to possess more ability in
a given field than some teachers.
No Longer Disturbed
Most students within the first
couple of semesters of their college careers have met with
enough irrationality in some teachers that they cease to be deeply disturbed by a single trifling
teacher, whether he is eccentric
because he is in his dotage or
just naturally deranged.

Sober in Absorption
Or the student may be sober
enough in his absorbtion of
knowledge while in college, but
when he returns home, to a
suprisingly small welcoming delegation, he "proves by the
Greek" every point and laughs
at his song leader's "flapping
jaw."

Money can be a blessing if it
is used to relieve the cares and
burdens of others, if it is used
to spread happiness to those in
need or if it is used to alleviate
suffe~ing. Money can be a curse
also. If it is hoarded, used selfishly or wasted on trival articles,
it can become a hindrance to
one's
spiritual
growth .
Problems Not Lasting
Problems will pass away. When
a person is bewildered and unsettled by a problem that is
worrying him, he should keep in
mind that with God's help, he
can master the situation. One
can't allow himself to be overwhelmed by a problem he
must conquer it.
He must not allow himself to
sit around worrying about it, because if he does this he'll never
be able to act toward solving it.
One can't let worries and problems make him irritable, selfcentered or self-sympathizing because "even they shall pass
away."
Fame Will Pass
Fame will pass away. When a
person finds himself in the
"limelight," in the eye of the
public or recognized by strangers, he must realize that such
attention is not permanent.
In God's eyes many whom men
label failures are probably the
greatest successes. One shouldn't
strive for power and fame, and
if it is given to him he should
use it cautiously and wisely, because "even it shall pass away."
When a man or woman has accomplished these things he will
be able to say along with the
dying king of oldStruck with palsy, sere and old,
Waiting at the gates of gold,
Said he with his dying breath,
"Life is done - but what is
death?"
Then in answer to the king
Fell a sunbeam on his ring,
Showing by a heavenly ray,
"Even Death shall pass away."

Learn from Everything
We can learn something from
everyone. If we keep our wits
about us we may find we do
not really know as much as we
thought we did anyway.
Students and teachers are just
shadows of one real idea of the
person. The real object is a
Christian, thus Christian principles should be reflected in the
interrelationships of both students and teachers with one
another.
A present teacher the other
day remarked, "There is nothing
quite so foolish as an arrogant
scholar." Human beings in some
way were so constructed that
they all walk on the same earth.

l ~e~---1
Editor, the Bison;
The Petit Jean staff wishes
to use the Bison t o sincerely
thank all who had their pictures
made during the time that Mr.
Ben Red of Little Rock was here.
The cooperation of everyone
was wonderful. More t han 1800
portraits of students and faculty
members were made in the past
week. This is a record num ber.
The proofs will be her e within
10 days.
Thank you so very much.
Sincerely,
Judy Evans and
Mike Waters

Plan for Progress... ~ mancipates Males
By Ben Huey
Wake up, men! . .. and if you
do, you will, I assure you, have
ample opportunity to go back to
sleep. Go fishing, watch TV, enjoy life. All this sounds wonderful; and if we men take the
proper steps, we may assure ourselves of such a happy and carefree future. We have only to follow these few easy steps.
Women Must Work
The first step is for us to get
jobs for our wives. Here in
America we have abundant
proof that women are perfectly
capable of providing for families'
needs. We men were made to be
masters, not slaves to the wishes
of women. With so many worthwhile examples throughout our
country , it certainly should not
be hard t o persuade ladies to get
jobs.
Quit Jobs
Our second step is to quit our
jobs. (This. step is applicable only
to those of us fortunate enough
not to have already lost our jobs
to some eager young women .)
There are four important reasons for resigning our positions:
(1) This would constitute our
emancipation proclamation. It
would provide ample demonstrations of our powers to control
the society in which we live. (2)
This is necessary to provide jobs
for all women. Besides that, resigning is better than getting
fired or laid-off. (3 ) If we are

not working, the ladies will not
be able to back out of their job
contracts. ( 4) How else can we
get the free time we want ?
Relaxation Comes First
We can spend this time well in
many ways. The first and
best - idea is to relax. Relaxation is good, because the mind is
most creative when it is at ease.
Consider the Golden Age of
Athens. The business of the men
was not the maintenance of
homes and jobs; Athenian men
used their time as they pleased,
and look at the results: they
produced some of the most profound thinking and creating, both
in literature and art, that the
world has even known. Here is
the key to unlimited cultural
progress in the United States.
Time for Education
Another avenue of consideration concerns more education. We
will undoubtedly need additional
education if we are to maintain
our rightful mastery over women
after they enter the battleground
of business.
Harkening again to Athens, we
can see that Athenian men
found it well worth their time
to be well educated. Let us then
take this precaution for our own
safety.
Give Them Repsonsibility
The third step is to make certain that women accept the responsibility in business and in
the home. It is a small wonder
that we men live as long as we
do with the multitude of re-

sponsibilities which beset us
daily at home and at work.
The women should accept
these
responsibilities
quite
readily; they have been clamoring for yars for the same privileges that men enjoy. And who
ever heard of privileges without
responsibilities?
Qualified for Responsibility
We need never worry about
feminine capabilities in meeting
responsibility. Certainly we can
find a Nobel Peace Prize winner
the equivalent of Martin Luther
King, and certainly Mrs. Smith
wouldn't mind running for the
presidency again. And we can be
certain that our State Department would be at least the best
informed in the world, if the
security measures might not be
the best.
History Stands Up
Even history will substantiate
our case nicely. Let's consider a
few examples - well, admittedly
there was bad judgment in the
cases of the Bible's Eve and
Jezebel; I suppose there was a
bad twist of events when Cleopatra stepped in; and I do not
deny that it was Carlotta's ambition that killed Maxmillian; but
these are exceptions to the
general rule. In the hands of such
capable people our future looks
very bright, boys.
As a matter of fact, the whole
thing is so simple that I cannot see why we have never done
- oh, that is right, madam! Who
will take care of the children ?

Seven Delegates Represent College
AT ACC World Mission Workshop
Seven Harding students will
represent their misson clubs at
the 1964 Student World Evangelism Workshop to be held at
Abilene Christian College Oct. 30Nov. 1.
The seven and their clubs are
Lavonne Leroux, African Club;
Glen Cope, Australian Club; Fannie Timmerman, European Club;
Nancy Parks, Latin American
Club ; Gary Brock, Montreal Club;
Pat Bearden, British Columbia
Club; and Richard Hu g he s,
Timothy Club. They will be accompanied by Conard Hays of
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the Bible Department faculty.
Many Years' P::xperience
Knowledge gained through
hundreds of years.' combined experience of over 40 leaders in
mission work will be on tap at
the workshop. Guy Caskey, a
leader in African missions for
many years, will discuss "The
Experienced Missionary."
Dr.
George Gurganus of the Harding
Graduate School will speak on
"The Challenge of Principles, Problems and Methods of Mission
Work."
Outstanding Speakers
Ira Rice, Jr., Ruel Lemmons,
E. W. McMillian, Cline Paden,
Otis Gatewood, Carl Spain and
Marshall Keeble are among those
who will be addressing the
workshop. Missionaries f r o m
most of the world's mission spots
will tell of the situations in their
areas and encourage interest in
mission projects.
Workshop ascussion will emphasize future missionary goals
and the need of young missionaries.
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(Continued from Page 1)
has been SNEA president, and
is a member of the SA cabinet,
Bison Boosters, Lambda Sigma
social club and the American
Studies program.
A Searcy music education and
Bible major, Cliff Ganus is a
member of Belles and Beaux, A
Cappella chorus, Band, A Tempo,
MENC, Sub-T social club and is
a past member of the SA cabinet.
Richard Hughes, a San Angelo,
Tex., Bible major, is president of
Timothy Club and European Missions Club, and has been active
in American Studies, A Cappella
chorus and· Lambda Sigma social
club.
Ken O'Neal, a biology major
from Lubbock, Tex., is Alpha
Chi president, SA senior representative and a member of the
Bison staff, Chorale and Sub-T
social club.
A Shreveport, La., math major,
Dennis Organ is Bison editor
member of A Cappella chorus,
Belles and Beaux and Beta Phi
Kappa social club, former SA

Petit Jean Captures
Prize for General Excellence .
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Timothy Club Programs
Feature Varied Themes
Varied programs of a religious
nature have attracted an average
of 120 students to Timothy Club
meetings every Monday night at
7 :30.
Last Monday Dr. Evan Ulrey
spoke on the topic "The Preparation of the Man."
Other programs have included
talks by Billy Ray Cox, Jimmy
Allen, Ed Woodward and a panel
discussion by a group of summer
Bible salesmen.
This year students will be writing occasionally in Forethoughts,
the publication of the Bible department. The five who were selected are Richard Hughes, Peter
Bumpass, David Elkins, Doug
Kostowski and Duane Warden.
Timothy Club is open to any
student even remotely interested
in preaching.
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ACPA's

Who's Who Lists 23 Harding Students
cabinet. member, Alpha Chi student representative to Regional
0ouncil and is member of the intercollegiate bowling team.
Loverd Peacock, a biology
major from Tiptonville, Tenn.,
has participated in intercollegiate
track, is intercollegiate football
co-captain, a member of Sub-T
social club and was junior SA
representative.
Tom Reppart, active in American Collegiate Players, Campus
Players, Alpha Psi Omega and
Lambda Sigma social club, is a
Speech and English major from
Newcomerstown, Ohio.
A Searcy business education
major, Linda Risinger is a member of Belles and Beaux, A Cappella chorus, SNEA and Regina
social club.
Anita Smith, a music major
from West Memphis, is a member of Belles and Beaux, A Cappella chorus, Regina social club,
and was 1964 Petit Jean Queen
nominee.
JoLee Thayer, music education
major from York, Neb., is a
member of Belles and Beaux, A
Cappella chorus, SNEA, Colhecon,
European Mission Club and was
outstanding music student of
1963-64.
Mike Waters is an accounting
and business major from Alachua, Fla., Petit Jean business
manager, Pi Gamma Psi president, Mohican social club president and an American Studies
student.
Jim Ed Williams, Moberly Mo.,
speech major, is a member of
Belles and Beaux, A Cappella
chorus, intercollegiate t en n i s
team, MENC, A Tempo, Chi
Sigma Alpha social club, and
was sophomore class vice-president.

A history and English major
from Springfield, Mo., Jim WiJsor
is SA Treasurer, a member of A
Cappella chorus, Bison staff,
Circle K, Chi Sigma Alpha social
club, American Studies and was
sophomore SA representative.
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THE HARDING DISON, Searcy, AJ:k.

By Hope Shutts

ed the 11 books entered in the

The 1964 Petit Jean won the
general excellence award for the
fifth consecutive year at the
Arkansas College Publications Association meeting Oct. 19 in Hot
Springs.

contest.
Arkansas Tech was host for the
ACPA meeting held in the Velda
Rose Motel. More than 126 Arkansas college newspaper and
yearbook staff members and advisors were present.

Harding won first place awards
in all possible categories: editorial
planning, editorial content, typography and layout and photography.
Mr. Neil B. Cope, state sponsor
of the ACPA and professor of
journalism at Harding, presented
the awards. Judy Evans, 1965
Petit Jean editor, and David
Burks, photographer for the 1964
book, received the awards.
Representatives from the Associated Collegiate Press of the
University of Minnesota evaluat-

41st Lectureship

Will Have Theme
Of 'My God and I'

i

Special events that will be
featured throughout the week
are daily classes on important
Bible passages, classes for Bible
teachers every day, a free
Thanksgiving barbecue, outstanding musical programs each evening, double morning and evening
lectures and a Harding Bison
basketball game.

To The Newest
In Back-To-School Shoes

'K,oberson's
'K,endezvous

THOMPSON'S SHOE STOR'E
In

CH 5-2530

BRUCE SHERROD'S

DX STATION

'K,estaurant

VAN-ATKINS

Phone CH 5-9703

The 3 R's of Good Eating

114 NORTH SPRING

MAIN AND PLEASANT STS.

Serving good Food for 28 Years

Rands Poly Clean
AND

Dry Cleaners
*

*
•
•
•
•

Two
Two
Two
Two

Thirteen members of the Bison
and Petit Jean staff attended.
Dr. Joseph Pryor and Neil B.
Cope accompanied the Harding
group.
The editor of the Arkansas
Law Review, Paul Shaver, spoke
at the noon luncheon on "Libel."

Speakers for the newspaper
seminar were Gene Forman, managing editor of the Pine Bluff
Commercial, and Patrick Hugglar,
advertising manager of the RusSellville Courier-Democrat. Tom
Walker and John Schaeffer, representatives from the Hurley
Election ...
Publishing Company, held the
yearbook seminar.
(Continued from Page 1)
The spring conference will be
Although most of the students'
.1 eld in Hot Springs with Little
feelings were against the gamb1ock University as host.
ling amendment, some took a
positive stand on the issue.
Richard Abshire, from Delight,
Ark., insists, "Legalized gambling
would help the state by the taxes
it could bring in, and it could
be controlled by the administration. The amendment would only
affect Hot Springs and Garlana
County, rather that the entire
state. Although I believe that
"My God and I" will be the
gambling is morally wrong, Hot
Springs is a wide open city, anci theme of the 4lst Annual Leclegalizing the gambling would aid tureship Nov 23-26 on the Harling campus.
in its control."
The two divisions of the theme
Not Another Nevada
will the Ethical Responsibilities
The majority of students, how- and Stewardship Responsibilities.
ever, areed with Glenn Fann, a
Featured speakers and their
transfer student from Freed
Hardeman, as he stated, "I topics are Cleon Lyles, "A Covedon't want to watch Arkansas nant Relationship;" Jimmy Allen,
"The Righteousness of God;" Ira
become another Nevada."
North, "My God and I in
Regardless of differing opinions Eternity;" George S. Benson, "My
concerning the election, the spirit Response to God's Love;" and
of Harding students in the straw Hugo McCord, "The God I Worelection sets an interesting at- ship."
mosphere for the forthcoming
Others featured are John
elections, to be held Nov. 3
Chalk,
"A Moral Relationship;"
through Arkansas and across the
Bob Marshall, "My God is a
nation.
God for all Men;" E. W. McMillan, "My God and I at Judgment;" C. W. Bradley, "The Love
of God" and J.B. Mclnteer, "The
Providence of God."
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CHECK OUR QUALITY

STOTT'S DRUG STORE
Featuring
Marcelle Cosmetics
Revlon
Coty
Dorothy Perkins
Max Factor

For All Your Drug Needs See Stott's Drug

CHECK OUR WORKMANSHIP
CHECK OUR PRICES -

Trousers .......... .. .................................... ..
.50
Suits, Men's or Ladies ..... ..... ... .......... . $1.25
Skirts ......................................... ........... ..
.60
Dresses ........ ... ................. .................... .. $1.25

"Your Business Is Appreciated"

cJOB~~
TOWN & COUNTRY
Finest In White County
ACROSS FROM WHITE COUNTY MOTOR
HIGHWAY 67 EAST

4
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Ma rgaret Ashton, Society Ed itor
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Female Initiates Sigh as Pledge Week Ends

Pillsbury To Give
Job to Graduate
A 1965 home economics graduate will literally win an exciting first job as junior executive
with a major food firm .
Through the Pillsbury Awards
Program the year's top home
economics graduate will be selected to become Associate Manager
of The Pillsbury Company's Educational Program for one year.

Sighs of relief can be heard all over campus. Pledge Week is over! No more silly
Cash P r ize
stunts, ridiculous outfits or loud singing of p ledge songs - t h e campus will on ce again
In addition to her starting
be peaceful and quite. Initiations are finished and t he new members are now fully a salary of $4,800, the top Awards
part of . the clubs. Over two hunderd gir ls pledged one of the nineteen womens' clubs. Winner will receive a $500 cash
Kappa Phi "Worms"
Kappa Phi "worms" were Bee
Anderson, Carol Bean, Shirley
Bice, Arlene Craig, Faye Freeman,
Janis Hohlier, Rhydonia Holt,
Rochelle Leck.liter, Sue Nagel,
Trena Packer and Kay Smith.
Those who pledged Ko Jo Kai
were J anetkay Gurganus, Jean
Kline, Kenny Grubbs, Kathy Balt h rop, Nancy Ham, Donna Jennings, Paulette Crew and Pat
Ferguson.
Beta Tau "Clods"
"Clods" of Beta Tau Gamma
were Sharon Barnes, Sharon
Rogers, Linda Braun, Carolyn
Craig, · Marilyn Grimes, Karen
Hamilton, ·Earlene Jester, Joyce
Timberlake, Jan Wood, Pat
Richey, Martha Richey and Carol
Johnston.
Pledges of .Kappa Delta were
Brenda Boyce, Jeanne Brown,
Lind Dismuke, Carolyn Elliott,
Deanna Holland, Sharon Hunnicut, Tish Larkins, Dorothy Layden, Betty Neiderer, Nancy Pease,
Bicky Riggs and Janet Tysinger.

ACappella Takes 31 New Members
Professor Kenneth Davis, Jr.,
has announced the names of
thirty-one new members of the
Harding A Cappella chorus.
Of the 31 ; only four are
sophomores and one a senior, as
the junior and freshman classes
took the majority of vacancies.
Eighteen are freshmen and nine
are juniors.
New members include: 1st
sopranos. Judy Fagan, Julie Huddleston and Jana Orr; 2nd
sopranos Jan Atteberry, Sue Bixler, Ann Clark, Edith Kiser, J oan
Ritchie and Gwen Starkey.
1st altos are Margaret Ashton,
Susan Luke and Mary Ann

Sewell; 2nd altos are Bonnie Hoffman, Rhydonia Holt, Donna J ennings, Jean Lewis, Tana McDonald an d Kay Smith.
Five new tenors added are Bob
Bowden, Jim Mackey and Keith
Straughn, first tenors, and Sonny
Guild and Jim Knight, second
tenors .
1st basses are J im Anderson,
Jim Green , Mike Lawyer and
Mark Miller; 2nd basses are
Perry DeGraw, Dale Ely, Larry
Lawson an d Dan Smith.
The ch orus now numbers 84
members, sever al of whom are
on limited duty b~use of class
interferen ces.
The fall chorus trip will include performances in Missouri,
Iowa and Nebr aska, including· a
trip to York College, York, Neb.
The spring trip will be through
Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico
and Oklahoma.

prize, plus a $2,500 scholarship
Mauck, Cheryl Smith, Lois Smith, for graduate study ~ or a perTheta Psi " Dumb Bunnies"
Theta Psi "dumb bunnies" Lenita Stafford and Reba Way- manent position with Pillsbury
- following her year of executive
were Carole Steckler, Hallie Rob- land.
training.
Delta Chi "Varmints"
bins, Jean Lewis, Carla Bell, BarThat executive training inbara Thompson, Robbi Vann,
Delta Chi Omega "varmints"
Linda Kee, Myrene Hays, Pam were Janet Bell, Barbara Chapin, cludes not only recipe developBradford and Edith Kiser.
Jackie Joruison, Carol McMillan, ment and preparation of educaThose who pledged Oege were Carol Morrison, Paulette Park, tional material in the Ann PillsThe initial meeting of Mu
Marilyn Cape, Peggy Flippen, Marty Penrod, Nancy Scraggs, bury Consumer Service Kitchens,
Suzann Mayer, Janice Moore, Brenda Swann, Jane Watson and but work with other corporate Sigma Gamma, a newly formed
Sharon Stogner, ·Elaine Turney, Janet Conway.
departments such as marketing, club for math majors, was held
Marcy Hoggatt, Sharon Bray;
DO ·A LL YOUR
Kathy Betts, Judy Fagan, Le- public relations, research and Oct. 15 when a co-ordinating
committee was selected to head
Charlotte Fowler and Nena Hays. Deena Lester, Karen Pearce, Judy legal.
GROCERY SHOPPING
the activities for the fall semesReginas
Pentecost, Beverly Shanks, Carole
Travel on Tap
t er.
Jan Atteberry, Ann Clark, Stephens, Loretta Taylor and BarTravel will be among the winat
Curt McKnight, chairman of
Shirley Herndon, Dianne Holder, bara Tolleson were the Zeta Rho ner's duties when she represents
the
committee,
stated
that
the
"zugs."
Sue Hyde, Carolyn Madeiras, Pam
Pillsbury at the AREA National club is designed to provide a
ME As
Mullins, Carol Pitman, S a r a
Convention, as official hostess to
Mu Eta Adelphian pledges junior contestants at the annual medium for greater unity of math
Reeder and Mary Ann Sewell
majors and to offer an opporwere
Mary
Helen
Austin,
Kay
were Regina pledges.
Bake-Off and as a foods demonPhi Delta "rats" were Annette Bonnell, Marilyn Griffin, Sherry strator on television shows tunity for individual learning
through research work .
Phillips, Kay Wilhite, Trish Rouse, Cobb, Gwen Hampton, Patsy throughout the country.
Plans also include a program
Anne Ditslear, Lynda Vines, Jones, Alice Karnes, Pat Narry,
Four Other Winners
featuring a visiting lecturer from
Sandra Hall, Sandra Pruitt, Mary Rogers, Sue Wilson, KathFour other Awards finalists- a large university and the gatherCherry Shultz, Sherry Salvant, leen Sims and J ewel Ward.
"Finites" of Omega Phi were selected, like the winner, on the ing of information on graduate
Nancy Allmon, Myra Abraham,
Suzy Nichols, Paulette Bennett Charlotte Barton, Jane Binegar, basis of scholarship, extracur- programs and available fellowMarge Chambers, Donna Garlock, ricular interests, and personal ships.
and Norma Staggs.
Connie Hardin, Jeannette Heid, suitability - will receive grants
Bill Oldham and Dean Priest
Tofebt "Toads"
Julia Huddleston, Peggy Middle- of $150 and two-day expense- are sponsors of the 25 member
Donna Allen, Alice Brown,
ton, Diana Mitchen, Midge Pit- paid trips to Minneapolis.
club which is open to junior and
Kaye Carpenter, Penny Coyne,
man and Paula Stroud.
Applications for the Pillsbury senior math majors.
Nancy Gibson, Sharon Henson,
Award? Program are now availWHC Pledges
Janet McCloud, Jo Ogle and
able from the college home ecoVlHC
pledges
were
Pam
Green,
Nominees for the 1965 May Myrna Pike were the Tofebt
Sherry Hunt, Linda Locklar, nomics department. Closing date
Queen will be presented to the "toads."
for applications is November 18,
students body in chapel Saturday,
GATA "muds" were Anita But- Brenda M c F a r 1 an d, Karen
1964.
Scroggs,
Mary
Alice
Smith,
Sara
November 14. The nineteen wo- ler, Jody Callender, Donna Cran.:
611 EAST CENTER
Beth
Starr,
Fannie
Timmerman
men, selected by their clubs to ford, Janie Davis, Norma Gamrepresent them in the contest, mel, Helen Howell, Sonja Parker, and Lynda Woods.
Zeta Phi Zeta pledges were
will be a part of the court from Joyce Porter, Karen Ware and
Carole Brown, Sharon Burris,
which the queen and her two at- Judy Bates.
Lynn Harper, Bonnie Hoffman,
tendants will be selected.
Ju Go Ju
Let Bronnie,
Representatives in this year's
Pledges of Ju Go Ju were Jan et Hudson, Wanda Martin,
court are the following women: Sherry Butler, Ann Camp, Cindy Sheri Savage, Belinda Sinele,
Peggy, or Janice
Sue St udebaker, Beta T a u Fisher, Judy Forbess, Judy Huck- Linda Williams, Pat W illiams and
Gamma; Mary Lou Harrell, Delta aby, Candy Langholf, Karen Mc- Patty Columbus.
Style Your Hair
"Gophers" of Kappa Kappa
Chi Omega;
Sandy Calcote, Cormick, Judy Paullin, Mona
DRESS SHOP
GATA; Shirley Cooper, Kappa Phillips, Annie Shaw, Linda Kappa were Leah Bradford,
Delta; Betty Ely, Kappa Phi; Judy Shaw, Beth Starling and Rachel Jam ye Brightwell, Karen Cronin,
CH 5-4415
Sheryl Deay, Nancy DeShazo,
Daniel, Ko Jo Kai; Martha Terry, Taylor.
Las Companeras; Karen Kelton,
"Roaches" of Las Companeras Karen Galyean, Veverly Hart,
100 North Spring
PHON E CH 5-2784
Oege.
were Gail Boyd, Aleta Emmerich, Martha Pitner, Gayle Rice and
Jackie King, Omega Phi; Nancy Linda Fuller, Frances Grady, Jean Lynn Willbanks.
Osborne, Phi Delta; Anita Smith, Hudgeons, Gloria Maddox, Celia
Regina; Gail Stokes, Theta Psi;
Bonita Cantrell, Tofebt; Carolyn
Bradley, WHC; Sandra Burchfield, Zeta Phi Zeta; Marilyn
Cobb, Zeta Rho; Kareen McElroy,
Ju Go Ju; Vickie Mitchell, Kappa
WELCOME TO HARDING
Kappa Kappa; and Carol Bonnell,
Mu Eta Adelphian.
After the candidates are preWh il e Yo u a re in Searcy, Make the
• Private Dining Room
South Main
sented, the student body will vote
for Banquets a nd Parties
a nd Park Ave nue
for the top three. The winner will
not be revealed until the day of
• Breakfast - Lunch - Di nner
the crowning of the queen.
G ulf Products
The girls were selected by their
Your Headquarte rs For Good Food.
clubs during the first few weeks
MR. AND MRS. W . H. McMIKLE
HIGHWAY 6 7 EAST
of school. The only necessary
PH ONE CH 5 -3596
qualification is that she be a
junior or senior.
The event is annually sponsored by the Ju Go Ju social club as
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Math Students
Form New Club

White House
Grocery &
Market

BRONNIE'S

May Queen Court
Selected by Clubs

Beauty Salon
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P0 RT RA ITS . ... when
you want the BEST

Ban quet Photog rap hs

I

The
Best People
In The World
Are Our Customers

~

Yo ur Friendly Variet y Store

B
§

Wedd ing Invita tions
a nd Photog ra p h s

*
*

Dry Cleaning (Special)
Two for the Price of ONE
ALSO - Cleaning, Pressing,
Alteration , Wet Wash , Fluff Dry,
Finished Servi c e

CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT

Harding College

PR .ESS

Wm. WALKER STUDIO

Herm a n Wes t, Mgr.
(on the campus)

CH 5-3298

1213 East Center
Phone CH 5-44 31

BE ~ PF~~ ~;~ t~I s
5 0

~

See Herman West

Bid s
Invitations
Ribbons
Envelopes
Letterheads
Programs
Notice Cards

REST AU RA NT

On the South Side of th e Squa re

Wm . F. Furner, Manager
SOUTHWEST CORNER
COURT SQUARE

Mahicans Flex Ragtag Biceps Activities Planned
As Club Play is Inaugurated For PEMM Club
By Larry Yurcho
Club flag football began Monday " 'ld included games of varying excn em en t and drama as
each club unfolded its new m embers and their t alents.
In big club a c ti on, the
powerful Mahicans dumped SubT-16 , 19-0 before a good crowd.
The Indians backfield, sparked
by t h e Pearcy t wins, rolled over
a fine boatm en defense in piling up t h eir three touchdowns.
Th e game was filled with the
usual excitement that these two
clubs provide. Defensive standou ts included Taylor and French
of Mohican and Underwood and
Tou ch ton on the Sub-T's.

little mercy by playing their reserves in a good deal of the
game.
Sigma Tau slipped by Chi Sigs,
8-7. Both teams had good defenses but little scoring power.

Fraters Roll
Frater Sodalis rolled over
Pioneer in the final contest, 20-0.
Pioneer's offense could not move
the ball and Frater's soft passes
found their mark to account for
the outcome.
Second round matches in big
club play next Monday will pit
TNT against Mohican, Beta Phi
against TAG, APK against Lambda and Sub-T gets the bye. In
small club, Koinonia will play
Fraters, Sigma Tau takes on
Beta Phi Squeezes By
Galaxy, Delta Iota plays Chi
In t h e closest conte st in the Sigma and Pioneer takes on
upper league, Beta Phi Kappa AEX .
squeezed by Lambda Sigma, 7-6.
The game w a s complete with
fine defensive play a s e ach team
prevented the other from scoring
after the first t en minutes. Randy
By Larry Yurcho
Robinette of Lambda was the
:m tsta nding defensive performer
Galaxy maintained its threein t h e game. Rob Barber scored
game lead over Beta Phi Kappa
t h e t ouchdown and extra point
Monday as each swept four
fo r BPK while Larry Davis scored
games from their opponents. In
t h e Lambda TD on a pass from
other action Independents No. 1
Parrish .
dumped Pioneer 3-1 and IndeTAG over APK
pendents No. 2 popped Delta
Iota 4-0.
ln the other big club action,
Bill Trickey's 554, including a
TAG dumped APK, 32-14. The
216, led Galaxy to a sweep of
game was marked by poor kickSub-T. Galaxy has now won
off a nd punt coverage as five
t ouchdowns were scored on re- seven out of their last eight
turns. Terry Kelly was the out- games with the two top teams.
Splits Hurt Scores
standing player for TAG as he
Beta Phi, led by the 542 efscor ed three touchdowns.
Defending champion TNT re- fort of Larry Yurcho, dumped
ceived a bye in the first round. last week's fourth place team,
Independents No. 4, 4-0 . Both
Koinonia Romps
teams were plagued by splits;
In small club action, Koinonia in the third game a total of 20
walloped AEX, 36-0. Clair Mc- splits helped lower otherwise
Kean led the winners to victory good scores.
as AEX could neither score nor
Dave Smith, with a 505 series,
prev ent it .
helped Independents No. 1 slip
Galaxy r a n over hapless Delta by Pioneer 3-1. He got good
Iota, 30-0. The st armen showed a support from Craton and Hendrix, while Pioneer's best was
Dave Clinger's 480. Webb of
EXTRA CARE FOR
Pioneer again scored well with
462.
YOUR HAIR
Independents 2 Lead
Independents No. 2 got consistent scoring from all members
and emerged with the day's best
team score, a 2704, and dumped
DI's 4-0. Bill Grant's 487 and
John Lawlor's 481 led the InTwo Barbers On
dependents. Larry Henderson was
Monday and Saturday
Delta Iota's best at 430.
Next week's schedule pits
120 WEST RACE
Pioneer against Independents No.

Oct. 29, 1964

In the first meeting of the
PEMM Club this fall, 13 members and three sponsors met to
plan some of the year's activities.
Included in the activities are a
chapel program presenting a
World Olmpics report from Dr.
R. T. Clark and hosting the
tumbling team from Arkansas
State College in Jonesboro. The
Club is also making plans to attend the National American As·
sociation of Health Physical Education and Recreation (AAHPER)
Convention in Dallas next semester. This will probably be one
of the high spots of this year's
activities.
The club is open to physical
education majors or minors, or
freshmen who think they will
be. The club strives to satisfy
both social and educational de.
sires.

Galaxy Men Maintain Bowling Lead

LOUIS STEPTER of Beta Phi
Kappa stretches for a long
pass in club flag football
action Monday. Beta Phi defeated Lambda Sigma, 7-6.
-

PH O TO BY WO R SHAM

FAMILY
SHOE STORE
Randcraft Shoes for
Young Men
Fiancees
Miss Wonderful
Poll Parrot Shoes
For Children

WYATT

Barber Shop

305 NORTH SPRING
East Si de of Squa re

2, DI against Independents No. 1,
Independents No. 3 versus Galaxy
and Sub-T against Beta Phi.
Standings after six weeks of
competition are:
Galaxy ... .. .... ... .... .... .. ..... . 19
5
Beta Phi Kappa . .. ...... ... 16
8
Independents No. 2 ...... .. 14
10
Independents No. 1 ..... ... 12
12
Sub-T-16 ... ... ... ... .. ....... ..... 12
12
Independents No. 3 .. ...... 11
13
Pioneer .... ....... ...... ........... 8
16
Delta Iota .. .... .... . .. . . .. .... . . . 4
20

Bisons Seek 2nd
Victory at C of 0
In Saturday Bout
After bringing home their first
victory of the season, a 7-0 win
over Millsaps College, the Bisons
travel this Saturday to Clarksville to try to extend their streak
with a triumph over Ozarks' winless Mountaineers.
The Mountaineers boast one of
the best backs in the AIC in Phil
Collins. Collins picked up some
200 yards against Harding in
Searcy last year, and will be back
this year to haunt the Bisons
again.
Other than Collins, Ozarks has
no outstanding men, but they
possess a lot of spirit and can
be tough. They have given some
top AIC teams close shaves this
year already, and they too will
be eager for that first conference
victory.
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WOOD-FREEMAN
LUMBER COMPANY
• Johns-Manville Products
• Coleman Heating
• Benjamin Moore Paints
400 SOUTH LOCUST
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Front End Alignment

New Tires -
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SIDELIGHTS
BY GARY LUCAS

Bisons Set in Role ol Possible AIC Spoilers
With Saturday's victory over Millsaps College the
Bisons are assured of a season at least as good as last
year's. It would be easy to look back at the games already
completed this season and tragic mistakes that turned
Bison victories into Bison defeats. But, "Remember Lot's
wife" and let us look ahead.
THE PAST GAMES are like
the water that has passed under
the bridge, never to be seen
again at the same place at the
same time. The rest of the schedule looms ahead as the Bisons
prepare to meet unpredictable
College of the Ozarks and the
two top teams in the AIC, Henderson State Teachers College and
the Wonder Boys from Arkansas
Tech.
THE BLACK-AND-GOLD should
leave Clarksville with their second victory in a row. The Ozarks
squad has had it's share of troubles this year, too. Yet they are
a group with a lot of spirit and
can never be counted out before
the final buzzer. Phil Collins, who
put on a fabulous running show
here last year, is still the mainstay of the Mountaineers' offense.
The Mountain Men continually
possess the unexpected and may
reel off the big play to harass
their opponents.
THE BISONS have unveiled a
couple of good runing backs of
their own of which to boast.
Sophomore Jimmy Howard grows
more impressive with each contest. He's become a vital part of
the Bison machine. Sophomore
Richard Davis has proven to be
Harding's short yardage man as
he blasts opponents for those
all important 3-4 yard gains.
Quarterback Bernie Cox appears to be one of the best
passers in the AIC. He has one
good reason at which to point to
show why he isn't one of the
leaders in this area loose·
fingered receivers. We'll let the
ASTC game be a case in point
and proceed.
WHAT A PLEASANT surprise
sophomore fullback Steve Mc·
Afee has proven to be. A more
determined competitor and hardnosed runner would be hard to
find. As with all the young
Bisons, give McAfee a little time
to put polish on his credentials,
and look out, AIC!
To say Harding has a part in
determining the c on f e r e n c e
champion would be a superb
understatement. The last two
Saturdays of t h e schedule will
find the Hardingites doing combat with the present conference
leaders. Only a very daring soul
or a fool would make a predic.

tion concerning these games before the Bisons meet the Ozark
Mountaineers.
A victory over the College of
the Ozarks may be the ingredient
to make our boys jell into a
team. Should this happen the
Bisons could well make jelly
of either or both Henderson and
Arkansas Tech. Harding has a
football team that is capable of
closing the season with a 4-6
record. The Reddies and the Wonder Boys know it, so they won't
be counting the Bisons O\lt before
the season's ended.

Sub·TBops TNT
Twice to Recover
Softball Crown
By Rob Barber
Sub-T regained its club soft.
ball crown it lost about this time
last year by beating the odds in
taking two straight victories over
previously unbeaten TNT. Fri·
day's impressive 7-2 triumph
clinched the title for the boatmen.
Only two days earlier TNT
was undefeated and Sub-T had
lost one game in the double
elimination tourney, that one, in·
cidentally, to TNT. Needing only
one victory to clinch the title,
TNT dropped Thursday night's
game 6-2 and then succumbed
the next evening by 7-2.
Two runs in the first and one
in the second gave Sub-T a 3-0
lead before TNT ever scored.
Then with what looked like a
comeback TNT tallied one and
had two men on base, but a fine
fielding play by Jimmy Paul got
Sub-Tout of the fire.
In the sixth inning TNT scored
again, but by that time Sub-T had
run up a commanding 7-1 lead
and it was too late.
In winning the softball cham·
pionship, Sub-T restored what
had been a tradition among the
clubs. Until last year Sub-T had
won the softball league for as
far back as anyone could remember, but Galaxy dethroned
the boatmen with the outstand·
ing pitching of Joe Burleson.
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ERNEST WILSON and JEFF WILKERSON

Jacqueline and Connie Shoes

BARBERS

CH 5-3591
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Wedding Cakes
All Bakery Specialties
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Let Us Help You
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ALLEN'S QUALITY BAKERY
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WHITE COUNTY MOTOR CO.

1200 East Market
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Bring us your Repair Work
Regardless of Make or Model

MODERN BARBER SHOP
One Block North of Campus

Harding College

See the complete new line of '65 Fords

invite you to visit

Welcome Students

West Side of Square

Students and Faculty
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~mitli..Vau9kan
Hardware -

Furniture -

Housewares -
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Appliances

Quick Monogram Service
PHONE CH 5·5831
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FREE PARKING

THE HOME OF THE TRADING POST
311 East Race
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Women's
Sportscope

Bisons Blank Millsaps by 7-0
For First Victory of the Season

play Howard faked to McAfee
By Don Johnson
By Beth Smith
Harding broke an eight-game and sent Davis around right end
Congratulations are in order
to the "courageous 7" who battl- losing streak Saturday at Jack- for the touchdown. Donnie Cox
ed and gave all they had to stay son, Miss., by beating the Mill- kicked the point.
TD Nullified
in there and win t he champion- saps Majors 7-0 in a lackluster
ship game for Cathcart in soft- ball game.
Harding stopped the Majors
The Bisons had not won since and then took possession at midball. Even though the problems
of shortage of players and physi- Homec9ming last year, when field. The Bisons moved to the
cal fatigue prevailed, nothing they crushed the Majors 39-0 . five, with a 22 yard run by
could stop t he dogged determina- Harding's season record is now Davis getting half the yardage ,
tion of these girls to win the 1-6. The Majors have an 0-6 slate. before McAfee drove to the
championship and gain such a
goal line. A holding penalty set
2nd Half Score
deserving trophy.
Harding scored with s i x the Bisons back, however, and
Cathcart's First Loss
minutes remaining in the game forced a field goal attempt,
Only the week before, Cathcart after a dull first half. During the which was wide.
had suffered her first defeat of opening half Harding could gain
Harding coach John Prock callthe season, as Pattie Cobb won only six yards total offense, 12 ed the game "the sorriest we've
11-9. But the final game turned yards, however, better than the played all year."
:YU.t to be the most exciting of hosts did.
iJllllllllllllDlllllillllllDllllllllllllUllllllllllllCllllllllllllli
the season, as Cathcart came
Millsaps missed an opportunity
from behind in the bottom of the early in the game when Harding
~
seventh inning to win 22-21, fumbled on their own 12. The ~
over Pattie Cobb.
Bison defense stopped the Majors
Another champion team, the on the five.
Indians, should be given notice
Howard Starts Drive
ts they beat the Lions in the
Jimmy Howard started the
final game, 15-12. Last but not
J. T. Cato, F. G. Moss
touchdown drive with a punt reI.east, t h e Tigers put forth heroic
~§
turn from the Bison 39 to th e ~
F. C. Townsend
efforts as they won their first
Majors' 28. Richard Davis, Steve 0
=
game of t.he season, beating InTHEY'RE NECK AND NECK at the finish line, aii Harding's Cliff Clark (8) stretches to tie ASTC's
McAfee and Howard combined
dependents.
Ricky Richardson at the AIC Championship Cross-Country Meet held here last Friday. Harding
l 09 West Market
to move the ball to the six.
Bowling
Continues
won a decisive victory for its second conference crown.
- PHoTo ev woRsHAM
McAfee drove to the one and ~
Searcy, Arkansas
~§
Women's bowling is progress§
fumbled, but Alvin Fowler reing into its fourth week. The
covered the bobble. On the next
team standings are accumulated
by total pins, rather than by
games won and lost. The standings find the Terriettes first, followed by the Bison Bowlers, GutBy Ken Starr
j tensive training for the NAIA Cliff Clark scrambled over the ter Dusters, Yankees, Pin Pluck. I cross-country meet in Om.aha, .00 mile course in the terrih ers, Ten Pins, Pin Cleaners, and
For the second consecutive Neb., in late November.
:me of 20:37 to tie ASTC's fint the Fantabulous Four.
year, the Harding College crossFriday, Oct. 23, at the Searcy runner, Ricky Richardson, who is
The high bowler for the first
country team has swept to an golf course was the scene of the ranked as one of the top runners week was Nancy Scraggs with a
Close to School
AIC championship on the fine championship meet which pitted in the South. Judges rated the 171; the second week found Kay
Handy for Teachers and Students
running of Cliff Clark, the de- eight of the ten AIC schools finish a dead heat and awarded Smith high with a 181; the third
fending AIC champion who tied against each other. In team each runner 1 % point.
Service Is The Heart Of Our Business
week, Mary Lou Harrell with
·for first place, Jerry Baker, scoring, Harding led the field
183; and the fourth week, Marge
1204 EAST RACE
CH 5-3221
Dr.
R.
T.
Clark,
the
effervescent
Bobby Smith, Ken Ellingwood and with 25 % points, followed by
Ryan with 171.
Phil Merrell, all of whom finished ASTC with 541h, Southern State Bison cross-country and track
Volleyball Begins
among the top ten performers.
with 68 and Ouachita Baptist coach, commented on the team's
Intramural volleyball shows
future, "If we continue to imgreat interest among the girls
The team will now begin in- College with 84 points.
prove the rest of the season as
by the good number of particiwe are now, Harding will give an
pants. Volleyball will get off to a
excellent account of itself at the
start this week with these seven
You're Always Welcome at the
"national meet."
teams in competition: Spikers,
The intramural softball season Braves then stopped the Phils,
Harding finishes included Jerry Margie Lentz, captain; Blockers,
moves into its final week with 9-4.
Baker at third, Bobby Smith at Marie Laird, captain; Servers,
the Yanks and the Giants headThe standings as the teams fourth , Ken
Ellingwood
at Sandy Calcote, captain; Passers,
ed for the school championship go into their final week of action seventh and Phil Merrell at Cora Harris, captain; Set-uppers,
Private Parties our Specialty
game. The Yanks finished their are as follows:
eighth. Jerry Brown of Harding Barbara Huff, captain; Volleyseason with a 6-1 record, losing
American League
finished tenth for the course, but ballers, Mary Garner, captain;
3 Dining Rooms At Your Disposal
only their final game, while the Yanks
....... .. ...... 6
1 his score did not count, since and Hitters, Paulette Park, CapGian.ts led the pack in the Na- Indians .. .. .......... .... .... ...... .. 4
2 five Bisons had already finished. tain.
l 03 NORTH SPRING
CH 5-4681
tional League with a 5-2 season. Tigers .......... ...... ............... . 2
4
5
In recent game s, the Tigers Orioles
.. ...... .. .... ...... 1
National League
whipped the Orioles, 14-11; the
"COCA· COlA. "
AND "COi([•• Altl:
•rOIST[lt[O
Tll:AO[ • MA•lll
Yanks blanked the Indians, 12-0; Giants .. .......... .......
2
SHOP IN MODERN CONVENIENCE
5
WM IC H IOCNT IN 0Nl.Y THI l"RODUCT 0' THI. COCA · COLA COM,.ANY,
2
the Cards stopped the Faculty, Braves ........ ........ ...... ...... .... 4
10-8; the Phils handed the Yanks Cards .
. ... .. .. ..... .. ... .. 2
4
5
their only loss, 12-5; and the Phils ..... ... .... .. .. ... .............. 2
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Harriers Take 2nd AIC Crown

HART AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE

**

New Location

Yanks, Giants Lead Softball Races

MAYFAIR HOTEL

Radio & Television Servicenter
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
FURNITURE - APPLIANCES
"Arkansas' Most Dependable Radio and TV Service"

Porter's

Station

Octane Blended Gas
Student Discount 2c Per Gallon

WHITE COUNTY LANES

PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

401 S. MAIN

CH 5-2893

1201 EAST RACE

CH 5-9796

** Join
Intramural Program
Bowl 3" Games for $1.00 anytime when in
program
* Wethis
welcome Freshman and Transfer Students
11
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2202 East Race
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Enjoy America's No. 1 Participating Family Sport
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• Love Bright Diamond Rings
The Registered Diamonds that Assure you of
Permanent Value Always

• Sterling Silver by Gorham, Towle, Wallace,
and International
• China by Lenox and Syracuse
• Crystal by Tiffin, Glastonburg
Two Watch Repairmen for the Finest in
Jewelry and Watch Repair

CLINIC DRUG STORE
Your Beauty Headquarters
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR COSMETIC NEEDS
FEATURING HAIR COLOR PREPARATIONS

• Technique
• New Dawn
• Miss Clairol
• Clairol Creme Toner
• Clairol Loving Care

Just time to get that second wind. Have a Coke.
Coca-Cola- Its big, bold taste
never too sweet,
puts zing in people ... refreshes best.
things

go

b~~th

Coke
TMO(liUJIKGD

Parrish Jewelry
Court Square

91 2 East Race Street
Bottled under the authority of The Coca·Cola Company" by1 - -

SEARCY, ARKANSAS
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF ARKANSAS
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